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SOUL NUDGES  

The sky is covered with a blanket of clouds, their fullness spilling over onto the earth in the shape of 

teardrops. 

There are two elderly women living in different countries, seemingly with nothing in common except 

that they are the same age, are both very tired today, and have both taken to bed. 

Nora - by the world’s standards, is still quite beautiful, shiny silver hair neatly in place, wearing a 

jeweled hair comb that belonged to her mother, blue eyes that once must have sparkled and caught the 

eye of many. She looks a good 15 years younger than most her same age. She’s wearing pretty rose-

colored silk pajamas, and is comfortable laying under the soft blue bed sheet’s made of fine Egyptian 

cotton and a fluffy goose down comforter. At her bedside table sits a cut crystal pitcher holding 

purified water, a glass half filled and her favorite coral colored lipstick. Also on the table, sits a 

beautiful antique clock embossed with gold-leafed flowers and inlayed with ivory. 

The clock is mysteriously showing the wrong time of day.... 

In the dark curtain drawn room is Nora’s assistant, attending to her every need, as well as a full time 

nurse that comes and goes. The television is tuned in to her favorite daytime soap opera, the one she 

has been watching nearly every week for the past 40 years. She nods off during the show... her chest is 

heavy as the medication has made it impossible to stay awake. 

Nora’s life for the most part, has been very comfortable, always making sure she didn’t venture out of 

her comfort zone. She has never been one to take risks. SHE IS AFRAID.  
Her mother told her time after time, while wagging her finger in the air, “It’s always best to play it safe 

and not take risks, otherwise you will end up embarrassing yourself, the family, get in trouble like so 

many other girls, or worse yet, you could end up homeless!” . 
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Nora believed her mother because the one time she did take a “risk” she totally embarrassed herself 

and saw that everyone was laughing and talking about how stupid she was. That was the first and 

LAST time she volunteered to get up in front of a class to read a report, or for that matter, share any of 

her ideas again if she perceived it as being even remotely uncomfortable or risky. She’s afraid. 

Nora has grown children who lead very busy lives; her son lives and works in another country, she 

thinks it’s somewhere in South America, but she’s not 100% sure of which one. Her daughter and 

grandchildren live about an hour’s drive away, in the big city. She hasn’t seen or spoken to her 

daughter for almost 10 years now, since the last family gathering. 

Lately, Nora has been noticing how fast time seems to have slipped by.... 

~ ~ ~

Half way across the world is Claire.  At first appearance, Claire shows her age as if she’s spent most of 

her life outdoors. Her hands are tanned and dotted with age spots, the lines around her eyes are deep, 

yet they have the quality that looks as if she’s smiling. Her hair a bit out of control, a faded grey that 

lost its shine years ago, is braided at the back of her head and falls over the front of her shoulder, the 

thin fine end reaching almost to her waist. When Claire talks there’s a sparkle of joy and light in her 

bright blue eyes that seems to turn her old weathered face into that of a child. 

Laying in bed wearing her favorite nightgown, the one that she’s worn for the last several years, a bit 

frayed at the bottom, but very cozy and a gift from her beloved son. She’s wrapped herself in a soft 

hand sewn quilt made with patches of colorful material she’d gathered from around the world. At 

Claire’s bedside table is a cup made of tin with a carved teakwood handle that is filled with the cold 

water her granddaughter brought from the well in the center of the village. The water’s not quite crystal 

clear (just a bit of sediment settled at the bottom of the cup), but is known for it’s special healing 

properties. Her journal, one of many, along with her preferred writing tool of choice, a pencil, is within 

easy reach. Also on the table is an old black enameled clock that was given to her father when he was a 

boy.  

The clock is mysteriously showing the wrong time of day.... 
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In her room are Claire’s children, two grandchildren, and her best friend for the past 40 years - who’s 

been like the sister she never had. Outside the bedroom door are more friends and neighbors waiting 

their turn to visit their beloved Claire. 

Early in Claire’s life she was afraid to take what she perceived as risks. But over the years the first 

quiet nudge from her soul had become hard to ignore. She knew that there was something more she 

should be doing, but she just didn’t know what it was. Besides, she was pretty darn comfortable with 

her life. There really wasn’t anything wrong, other than her soul’s persistent quiet nudge that she was 

put here to do something different. Something of significance. 

The clocks are showing the same time.... 

~ ~ ~  

Nora is disturbed...she is now alone in her room and that empty feeling; the one that’s been with her for 

so many years is now stronger than ever. She gazes around her room and wonders what her life would 

have been like if only she would have been willing to get out of her comfort zone, and followed her 

desires. Maybe she would have become the teacher she always wanted to be; maybe she would have 

had the wonderful family life she had so longed for - if she would only have been willing to take the 

risk...the risk of getting uncomfortable. 

She then says out loud, as if she is talking to someone in the empty room, “Was my life all for 

nothing?”. 

After a long pause, Nora knows her time is over and with several small shallow breaths; she weakly 

speaks her last words. 

“I know it’s too late, but I wishhhh........., I’m so sorry...” 
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Claire motions her son to her side. Holding his hand, she tells him to let in all the friends and neighbors 

who are waiting to visit her. She’s tired, and she knows it time for her to leave, but is beaming as if a 

light is shining on her. Once the room is as full as it can be, Claire speaks to them in a soft voice. 

“Thank you for accepting me into your community. You all know that I was afraid, and so out of my 

comfort zone when I came here to teach and care for you.” 

“Thank you for opening your hearts to me, my heart is filled with each and every one of you. I have 

lived a delicious full and happy life.” 

“Death is the portal to my next great adventure!....” “LOVE be with you....” 

~ ~ ~

This fictional story is about one woman, Nora Claire. The choices she made of either staying in her 

comfort zone and in her fear, or to follow her soul’s nudges. Not everyone is called to do something 

different than what they are doing, but for those of you who are; it might just be time to step out of 

your comfort zone, get a little uncomfortable and start living the life you have been called to. 

Most of us don’t know exactly what it is we are being nudged to do. We have to trust our Source will 

open the doors and guide us along the way. However, the doors will not be opened unless we have the 

courage to take the first step. 

It wasn’t until I was in my mid-forties that the nudge of my soul started to get my attention. I was 

living a very comfortable life, a good life. Was blessed with a beautiful family and just about every 

creature comfort a girl could ask for, living what I believed the life of my dreams. 

No doubt that venturing into unknown territories by taking the steps to change your life is scary, 

especially when we don’t know exactly where we will end up. The biggest barrier to following our 

souls nudges can be broken down to one thing. FEAR. 
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Fear disguises itself in many ways; the most potent is the Saboteur within that tells us untruths. 

Untruths we Listen to, and Believe. 

The first time I recognized the voice of the Saboteur was when I was developing a new workshop. I 

had been very excited about what I was doing and was getting close to having it finalized. One of my 

favorite things to do when planning is to go for a walk or a jog. When I  get in the “zone” I’m able to 

think clearly and get very creative.  This particular morning I was jogging on the long stretch of 

pathway that runs along side the beautiful Tampa Bay in Florida. Just as I had completed a particular 

session for the workshop in my head, a voice that was very loud said to me, 

“Who do you think you are?”  
“I can’t do that!”  
“I’m not qualified to teach that!” 

I stopped dead in my tracks and almost immediately what seemed as a 2
nd 

voice, popped in and said, 

“Don’t we both want the same thing for Darla? We want her to be happy! Can’t we work together?” 

I actually thought I may have been talking out loud to myself by the Bay, and honestly I don’t know if 

I was or not, it really didn’t matter either way. But what did matter, was that I realized the voice telling 

me that I couldn’t do what I wanted to do was a very familiar one. It was a voice that had been 

sabotaging my plans (big and small) and my dreams for a very long time. 

Some of us have to come to a point in our lives when we finally get fed up and mad before we make 

the choice to change things. That day in Tampa Bay was the day I decided once and for all to take my 

life back. I spent the next several months paying close attention to the Saboteur, my Saboteur. My 

intuition was telling me not to ignore the 2
nd 

voice. The one that said “Don’t we both want the same 

thing for Darla? We want her to be happy! Can’t we work together?” my Muse.  

This is when The Saboteur~Muse Project™ came into being. 
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The voice of the Saboteur can sound like this:  
Loser!  
You’re not smart enough  

My life sucks  
People talk behind my back 

No one likes me 

You’re a failure  
I’m stupid  
Don’t embarrass yourself 

You’ll be disappointed  

Best to Play it Safe....  

Any of these sound familiar? Of course they do, we’ve all heard them before. I’ve never come across 

anyone who hasn’t had these types of self-limiting, bullying thoughts run through their head. 

The voice of your Muse can sound like this:  
You can do it!  
You are beautiful Let’s try it!  
You are good enough.                                      

Lets play!                                                         

That was great!  

People like me!  
This is perfect!  
Life is good!  

Follow your Soul Nudges....  

The voice of our Muse most probably isn’t nearly as active as the self-limiting one. We have a 

tendency to focus on the negative much more than the positive. Take news for example, bad news gets 

our attention where as hearing the good news doesn’t have nearly the impact and hold our attention. 

Same with our own negative thoughts (the Saboteur), it’s easier to listen and believe those thoughts 

over the positive ones (of the Muse). When left unchecked it becomes our nature, or at the least an 

unconscious habit, like that of a well-worn groove in a record. 

Hearing Soul Nudges can also sometimes be difficult to recognize, especially when our inner saboteur 

takes up more time in our head than we should allow. Another inhibitor to hearing our soul’s nudge, is 

we often don’t even realize the stream of thoughts (negative and positive) that are continually going 

through our heads all day long, day in and day out, leaving no room for our soul’s nudge to be heard.  
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A good way to change this is to ‘Become Aware’ and ‘Be Still’ by quieting your mind. What’s meant 

by this; is to halt the stream of thoughts and inner dialogue running in your head. Some people 

meditate to stop the thoughts, also a fairly easy practice to do is to place your attention on your 

breathing, or place it on an object you have no attachment to, like a stone or a candle, just noticing.... 

without thinking. I have a very large, deep toned bell that hangs on a post just outside of my studio 

door. When holding classes I will randomly ring the bell, my students have been instructed to stop 

what they’re doing, take a moment to put their thoughts on hold, making a “ space” to keep the channel 

open. 

When we’re able to quiet our minds for a short time, even just a moment or two, it’s enough time to 

give space for our spirit to connect with its Source. As a wonderful side note and not surprising, it’s 

also been found that in quieting the mind; our creativity and intuitive abilities are activated and 

increased. 

Once I fully developed the Saboteur~Muse Project™ I was finally able to move past my fears and self-

limiting beliefs of what I could or couldn’t do. Although it was still uncomfortable, I made the choice 

to put one foot in front of the other, listen to my muse and follow my souls nudges. My life became 

lighter, happier and has felt like an adventure. Amazingly people would show up in front of me (people 

who could help me), doors began to open and each time it would take me further in the direction I was 

being nudged. After that day on Tampa Bay, I continued on with the coaching and creativity workshop 

business, Committed Living™. As if by magic, the one-year old business was recognized by More 

MagazineTM, a women's lifestyle magazine published once a month. They did an article about 

‘awakening your inner artist and the retreats to spark creativity for women’. There were eight 

businesses throughout the world that were featured, and mine was one of them! I wasn’t looking to get 

the attention of the More MagazineTM people. They were led to me – they showed up! With a 

customer rate base of 1.3 million, I got what I’d call, pretty awesome FREE advertising! The doors 

were opened because I made the decision to follow my soul’s nudge. 

Soon, I had a nudge to start a women’s networking group. At first I didn’t really feel this was 

something I was meant to do, especially for someone who was once very afraid to get up in front of 

groups, let alone speak! This was a major milestone for me as I was choosing to be in front of and be 
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the leader of this group. It doesn’t mean I’m not nervous when I get in front of an audience, but it does 

mean that I have come to love myself (even the saboteur in me) enough to take the perceived risks. I 

know in my heart that it’s better to have risked something than to have been left wondering, “if 

only....”. I followed the nudge and founded the Rogue Moxies™, a networking community for women 

in my picturesque hometown, Ashland, Oregon. What’s unique about this group is that we’ve become a 

sisterhood community who didn’t stop at just our businesses; we have come to be one of support, like 

sisters, for one another in our personal lives as well. If I had chosen not to follow my soul’s nudge to 

start this group, I would have missed out on an amazing group of spirited, beautiful women in 

business; who have my heart. They are my sisters and I am theirs – we are here for one another. 

Figuratively speaking, The Saboteur~Muse Project™ a transformational workshop saved my life. It 

saved me from Nora’s outcome, which was on the surface comfortable, but it was a life of mediocrity, 

fear, feeling unfulfilled and unimportant. I once believed that I was not good enough, not smart 

enough, not pretty enough, and not young enough.  I Was Afraid.   

Today I know that I AM good enough, I have confidence, and courage. I can and do teach what I know, 

as I have the heart to share with those willing to walk this divine path of following our soul’s nudges. 

Taking the steps to follow our soul nudges reminds me of walking on a soft pine needle covered 

pathway through the redwood forest. We can’t always see the path directly under our feet, or even 10 

feet in front of us for that matter, because of what’s perceived as huge obstacles and a path that doesn’t 

always seem to go in the right direction. If we could look down at the forest path from above, like a 

hovering angel, we would clearly see that even though the path may be crooked and look off course, 

ultimately when staying true to ourselves, and our desires, we will end up getting through the forest 

and to our destination. 

I doubt my soul is leading me to a small village in another country, like Claire. But it is leading me and 

I still don’t know exactly where I will end up (just like the crooked path in the forest). But what I do 

know is that once I stepped out of my comfort zone, I was committed to living, living the life I was put 

here to live. I know in the core of my being that our Soul Nudges lead us to a life of love, abundance 

and fulfillment and does not lead us astray.    LOVE be with you…. 
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“Don’t ask what the world needs. Ask what makes you come alive, and go do it. Because what the 

world needs is people who have come alive.” - Howard Thurman 

"There is a vitality, a life force, a quickening that is translated through you into action, and because 

there is only one of you in all time, this expression is unique. And if you block it, it will never exist 

through any other medium and be lost. The world will not have it. It is not your business to determine 

how good it is, nor how valuable it is, nor how it compares with other expressions. It is your business 

to keep it yours clearly and directly, to keep the channel open. You do not even have to believe in 

yourself or your work. You have to keep open and aware directly to the urges that motivate you. Keep 

the channel open." - Martha Graham written to Agnes DeMille 

The End 

Information and contact details for Darla Claire, CMHt  

Lifestyle Architect and Holistic Success Coach 

Saboteur~Muse Project™ program  
Transformational life coaching

email: contact@darla-claire.com 

Certified as: Master  Hypnotherapist /Master NLP Practitioner & Life Coach / Master Time Line 
Therapy® Practitioner  

Website:  www.Darla-Claire.com    

Saboteur~Muse Project™  www.Darla-Claire.com/saboteurmuseproject

Creativity retreats: www.site.committedliving.org

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/yourlifestylearchitect 

Instagram:  instagram.com/yourlifestyle.architect_ 

Linkedin:  linkedin.com/darlaclaire
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